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Google Hits the Bigtime
with New Programs and

Services, Mostly Free
By  J im  R u e

THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED

To this writer it feels good to see an occasional new firm prosper on their
own terms, growing and thriving while defying conventional wisdom.
Google has been one of those rare companies. This is not to say that
Google exists outside the economic system. Far from it, but it is inspiring
to see a couple of grad students take the world by storm without being evil.

Google grew from startup in a dorm room in 1996 to a successful
IPO in 2004, acquiring the position of pre-eminent search engine in the
land along the way. Google remains steadfastly iconoclastic. Even unto
their initial public offering, Google resisted pressure to conform to the
regimens of Wall Street. Their IPO prospectus reiterated their pithy
corporate motto, “Don’t be evil.” It also warned prospective investors
that the firm had undertaken foolhardy or even intentionally unprof-
itable ventures in the past and furthermore, they might very well do so
again in the future, so caveat emptor.

Founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin were Stanford grad students
together in the late nineties. Apparently they found their computer sci-
ence PhD programs less than challenging because soon after meeting
they had created a server farm from old junk PCs in Larry’s dorm
room. But that is hardly fair. More correct is that they applied the con-
tent of their graduate studies directly to the online marketplace.

IT ALL BEGAN WITH AN INNOCENT BACKRUB

Their first search engine, Backrub, depended on the generalization
that more credible, reliable web pages are linked to by other sites more
often than less credible ones are. Like Moore’s Law, this premise keeps
on ticking. It is at the heart of most Google products today. By indexing
every significant word on a large number of web pages and assigning a
relative page ranking for each page based on the number of other pages
that link to it, Google was born.

By September of 1998, Google was serving 10,000 search queries
per day. Nine months later Google was answering 500,000 requests per

day and had moved out of the garage space that had been paid for by
angel investors and the relatives of Page and Brin. By December 1999
the queries had increased to three million per day. By February of 2001
the number amounted to 100 million searches per day.

THE GOOGLE TOOLBAR

Google didn’t delay in enhancing their search engine product. In late
2000 the Google Toolbar became one of the first features offered to
Internet users. A 400MB download brings an installer that attaches the
Google Toolbar to Internet Explorer. The installer displays the quirky
message “Please read this carefully. It’s not the usual yada yada,” and
then offers configuration choices including default search engines for
one of 85 countries, from google.as (American Samoa) to
google.com.vn (Vietnam). It also frankly admits that Google wants to
aggregate your anonymous accumulated search criteria, and offers you
the chance to decline. The Google Toolbar displays the Google page
ranking for the page current displayed in the browser window.

GOING BIGTIME

In August of 2004, with 100,000 paying advertisers, Google went
public. At the last minute Google cut the IPO stock price to $85 per
share after Wall Street analysts registered a vote of no confidence,
skeptical about Google’s unconventional move of auctioning IPO
stocks to all bidders, among other idiosyncrasies. Wall Street thought
it foolhardy to give small investors first dibs, but Wall Street was
wrong. By mid-October when Google (GOOG) declared their first-ever
quarterly earnings, the stock hit $160 per share and New York financial
analysts were shrugging their shoulders at their clients, saying, “Who
knew?” Google reported net income for their first public quarter as $52
million (19 cents a share) against revenue of $805.9 million. This com-
pares to income of $20.4 million (8 cents) against revenue of $393.9
million for the same period last year.
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Like Apple, eBay and Amazon before them, Google ‘thinks differ-
ent,’ but the Motley Fool points out that ‘brand endearment’ is only as
good as your last earnings statement. Once a firm has gone public, the
wolves are always just outside the door.

GOOGLE DESKTOP

Another October surprise was the introduction of the Google
Desktop. After the Google IPO, both MSN and Yahoo announced plans
for their own renovated search engines. They hope to beat the Google
search engine at its own game. There is no evidence of that happening
yet. But Google is also on the offensive. Google Desktop is a free
400MB download for Windows Xp or Win 2000 (SP3 only) that allows
a user to conduct a comprehensive keyword search of all system
resources, and in Google time. For many readers unfamiliar with
Google time, it is illustrated by the results summary shown at the top
of any completed search page:

“Results 1 - 10 of about 513,000 English pages for search term
‘inauguration’” (0.51 seconds).

Half a second to find half a million matches may sound slow to web
junkies, but those lost souls may neglect that the keywords contained in
over four billion pages are searched in that half second.

Google Desktop allows for simultaneous searches of local resources like
Outlook Express and Outlook e-mail files, AOL Instant Messenger chats,
Microsoft Office data files, and the history files of web pages viewed
through Internet Explorer. Google’s market insurgency shows Google’s
adaptability. MSN, Yahoo, AskJeeves and other firms have been tackling
the common problem of locating files on a desktop where the repository of
files gets larger and larger. When a standard desktop can easily accommo-
date three or four hard drives today and a terabyte of total storage space,
conducting a keyword search of the contents of the files on disk can be an
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Other Google Accessories and Programs
Google News Alerts—very easy to use.They allow me to set

a keyword or set of keywords that are compared against the 4500
news sources that are crawled regularly by Google News.When a
new hit appears, I receive an email containing a link. If my search cri-
teria becomes hot news, I can change the setting for that News
Alert so that I receive a list of new matching links daily.The biggest
annoyance in this is receiving links to a news source that requires a
subscription to view. Sometimes it is worth the trouble of signing
up for a temporary subscription, but it is always an annoyance.

Froogle—as in ‘frugal,’ Froogle offers a subset of the Google
keyword database for search by those specifically interested in buy-
ing products. Every site searched by Froogle is there because it has
products available for sale online.You quickly learn that the literal
nature of Google search will probably unearth some responses you
would not have anticipated. A Google search for ulus yields over
100 hits, but eighty are not the Alaskan ulu knives I am looking for.
It seems that ulu is the Hawaiian word for breadfruit, and it has
other meanings too.

Google AdWords—allows small businesses to kick the pro-
ductivity of their websites into high gear by displaying sponsored
links on the right side of the Google search page. It’s self-paced.
After paying a $5 activation fee, you agree to pay for n clicks on
your sponsored link, up to a maximum expenditure determined by
you. Cost per click (CPC) can be as low as $.05 or as high as $100,
depending on the degree of focus of the search result where the ad
is to be displayed. It’s all done online, and is very easy.The launch of
a new commerce website is chock full of excitement and anticipa-
tion. AdWords are so easy that one can get carried away, setting
more adwords than one can easily afford in the optimistic belief
that orders are inevitable. Don’t gamble anything that you can’t
afford to lose.

Gmail Notifier—is a Windows application offered by Google
to let you know when you have new Gmail without opening a new
browser window. It also can display on your system tray the

senders’ name, subject line and a snippet from the content so you
can decide whether to open it now or wait.

Google Blogger—With the political campaign season just past,
few have escaped the buzz about ‘political blogs.’ Weblogs have been
around for more than five years, but many people don’t know how
simple it has become to create your own. A weblog, or ‘blog’ is an
online diary that can be viewed as a webpage. Google Blogger
allows members of a family or team to post to a single blog. It also
includes the software necessary for posting to the blog page via
email, making it possible to post to the blog from a hotel room,
Kinko’s, or even a cellular phone. In fact, Audioblogger allows you
to post an MP3 file to a blogging page using an ordinary telephone.
It is still Google, and still free. Now that they are a public compa-
ny, if Google decided to charge bloggers for the privilege, would
that be evil?

Google Translate Tool—The translator is as undependable as
every other machine translator you have ever seen, but it may be
enough to get you started in the right direction. Or maybe not.The
classic (and maybe apocryphal) example is from decades ago when
the Defense Language Institute introduced the first mainframe-
based translators. English/Russian and Russian/English machine
translators were matched to one another so that the output of one
would be fed directly to the other.When the phrase “the spirit was
willing but the flesh was weak” was fed to one translator and the
output fed to the other, the response came back, “the vodka was
strong but the meat was rotten.” The moral is, don’t bet your inher-
itance on the output of a machine-translated website. On the other
hand, the son of the now-deceased Nigerian Minister of Finance is
legitimate, and sincerely needs your help. Another translation tool
for Google is the one that translates all the familiar Google
prompts into one of a hundred different languages including Twi,
Tulugu, Occitan and Pig Latin. Go figure.

There is also a photo organizer, and a web application program-
mer interface for those who choose to build Google search into
their own websites. Google allows up to 1000 automated Google
searches per day at no charge.

FIGURE 1: GOOGLE TOOLBAR



hour-long affair. Google Desktop offers to shorten that interval. Even bet-
ter, it displays the call and response of emailed ‘threads’ of conversation,
allowing the user to easily see the continuity of a sequence of emails, and
those threads are not dependent on ‘folder names,’ nor on subject headers,
but on the chronology of emails and their replies.

As of today, Google Desktop will not examine PDF, Intuit or media
files, nor AOL email files, but Google expects to add more file types
soon. One hopes the Google Desktop will soon be offered for alterna-
tive browsers like Opera and Firefox.

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY
DIFFERENT—GMAIL

Google’s most ambitious and impressive program since the search
engine itself is Gmail. The April 1 introduction was dramatic enough
to cause some industry analysts to describe it as ‘thrilling,’ a word not
often heard in the computing industry outside of marketing depart-
ments. Oddly, Gmail is not one of the file formats compatible with
Google Desktop. It is hoped this will be remedied very soon.

The heart of Google is a massive distributed file system. This is the
essence of the graduate work of Page and Brin, brought into the mar-
ketplace. Gmail, offered first for beta testing in April 2004, makes this
efficient storage system available to email users. Gmail looks like pret-
ty much any webmail application. The first attribute of Gmail for users
is that it is free, while in beta testing, anyway. Next is that each Gmail
account allows up to a gigabyte of storage, easily acing the limitations of
Yahoo or Hotmail. Microsoft quickly reacted to the Gmail introduction
by announcing that they would increase free Hotmail storage limits

from 2MB to 250MB, but implementation of that change has been
slower, perhaps because Microsoft has been ‘selling up’ Hotmail
accounts with more storage for several years. Yahoo was quick to
increase mail storage to 200MB, but neither Yahoo nor Hotmail allows
Google speed and sophistication of search.

The capability of a Google search to sift up to a gigabyte of email is
the most compelling attraction of Gmail. Think back to the last time
you did a keyword search of your inbox, searching heads, subjects and
content fields. How long did it take to complete? If your PST file in
Outlook or DBX files in Outlook Express exceed a Gigabyte, it took a
while. [(a whispered aside- one tech to another) Take care not to allow
your PST files to exceed 2GB. Only heartbreak can result.]

Considering that Google searches petabytes of data every time you
do a web search, you can imagine the kind of improvement you can
expect from Gmail search.

Another notable attribute of Gmail is that the Gmail system will
probably remain free, but this is not unqualified good news.
Advertisers will pay the bills. Of course. Someone has to pay them.
You may have noticed that the list of sponsored links appearing on
the right side of your Google search window usually relates in some
way to the search criteria you entered. Similarly focused links will
accompany Gmail. The problem is that the focus of those ads will be
sharpened by content analysis of your Gmail; just as sponsored links
are selected for you depending on the search criteria you enter. In
other words, if you display an incoming Gmail message about a wed-
ding, you will see sponsored links on the right side of your Gmail
window for bridal magazines, wedding planners and we might very
well presume, marital aids.
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Third Party Gmail Utilities

Gmail enjoyed early success. So much so that dozens of third-
party utilities quickly turned up to make Gmail more handy, or to
make converting to Gmail simpler.This is a (very) partial list, and
new utilities appear regularly.

PST Reader (http://www.mailnavigator.com/reading_ms_out-
look_pst_files.html) allows the conversion of PST (Outlook) files
to the mbox format used by Netscape.

GML (http://www.marklyon.org/gmail/) allows users of
Netscape or Thunderbird to upload their entire mailbox (mbox
files) to Gmail. GML is available for Linux or Windows.

DBXconv is freeware from (http://people.freenet.de/ukrebs/
dbxconv.html). It converts Outlook Express files to mbox format.
Then use GML to send the mBox files on to Gmail.

Gmail Drive—Most unsettling for Google must certainly be
the utilities written for Linux (GmailFS) and Windows (Gmail
Drive), both found at http://www.viksoe.dk/code/gmail.htm, which
render the 1GB Gmail space a mountable drive space or virtual
hard drive. Linux users get a UNIX-like interface, allowing you to
mount the Gmail space as a volume, and use such commands as
ls, mv, rm, ln and grep.Windows users get a new drive that shows
up in Network Neighborhood.The difficulty with this for Google
is that creating a general-purpose virtual storage device out of
their assigned disk space will likely circumvent the server-based
keyword search utility that gives Gmail its appeal for advertisers.
It remains to be seen how Google will react.Another utility, gmpc

(http://mindtrick.net/archives/2004/08/gmail_as_an_online_back-
up_system_gmcp.php) is written to allow the use of the Gmail
space as a backup utility. It is unlikely Google will be thrilled with
that either.

Pop goes the Gmail and eMail2Pop offer POP3 access to your
Gmail accounts so that you can use Outlook, Outlook Express or
Eudora. Both programs can be found by searching www.neowin.net.
EMail2Pop offers SMTP for sending through Gmail also.

Gtray (www.torrez.us) and Gnotify (www.gnotify.com) both
provide a system tray notifier similar to the one offered by
Google. Gcount (http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/
macosx/23745) does the same for a Mac.

Gsuite (www.imspire.com), and GmailerXP (www.migraine-
heartache.com) offer unified ‘do-it-all’ Gmail handlers. GmailStatus
(http://homepage.mac.com/carsten.guenther/GmailStatus/) promises
the same for a Mac running OSX.

You’ve Got Gmail (www.deltha.ro) allows integration of your
Gmail accounts into Trillian, a widely used multivendor instant
message handler for sale from www.ceruleanstudios.com.

Gmail Compose (http://jedbrown.net/mozilla/) lets you add a
context menu to Firefox allowing you to open and send Gmail, or
alternatively Hotmail, or Yahoomail, or others.

Getmail (http://www.e-eeasy.com/GetMail.aspx) is shareware
that forwards Hotmail to Gmail or Gmail to some other destina-
tion. Other similar shareware utilities exist for Yahoo but are
apparently less dependable.
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“YOU HAVE NO PRIVACY. GET OVER IT.” ~
SCOTT MCNEALY, CEO, SUN MICROSYSTEMS

As we might suspect, privacy advocates have their knickers in a bunch.
Google makes the clear assertion in their privacy statement that their robot
software will search your email for clues that you may have reached what
might be termed a ‘saleable moment.’ It also promises anonymity for the
user. The software does all farming for destinations for the sponsored ads
impersonally. Nonetheless, Public Information Research, Inc., the World
Privacy Forum, the Consumer Federation of America, the well-known
Electronic Privacy Information Center and thirty other privacy organiza-
tions have voiced their concerns about the new service.

It is easy enough to see how Gmail could be a likely target for abuse.
Among the objections of privacy advocates is the assertion that Gmail
might never be deleted from a server. Marking an email as deleted is not
the same as erasing, overwriting and obliterating it, as Bill Gates, Bill
Clinton and Sergey Brin have learned to their chagrin. In Brins’ case, a
jpg of young Brin has emerged, still in the dorm, dressed in a pinafore
and sunhat. As for Clinton and Gates, call it homework. Readers will
have to do their own Google research for the answers.  

Jim Rue has been writing and teaching about digital technologies for twenty
years. He can be reached at CalTrainer@NFWriter.com


